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PALERMOHENGE

Porta Felice... crossed the threshold, at dawn on 
July 15, in the good land of a Palermo bathed 
by the sea and crossed by the Kemonia, a road 
leads us into a path that, seen in perspective, 
seems to lead to in�nity. The
its origins are ancient: the solar disk, which has 
just left the blue sea, stands at the center of the 
two towers, representing a balance between the 
dual that has always commanded the world of 
matter. Rebis Gin is a journey that allows entry 
within a path dedicated only to the initiated.

"Rebis" (The Double Thing) is a term that refers to 
the mystery of duplicity that governs the world: in 
it coexist, in perfect harmony and balance, the 
two opposites, male and female. Rebis Gin is an 
alchemical marriage of unique elements of 
sublime quality that combines tradition and 
novelty, marries ingredients with a strong Sicilian 
identity Sicilian with an innovative distillate.
Only he who is able to bring opposites together 
will be able to master the passions and achieve 
perfection.

«Old legends ascribe to Rebis a double being:
Androgynous male and female in one body.

He was generated on Mount Hermaphroditus».



The label of Rebis Gin is the map that conceals 
alchemical symbols of a Palermo with a 
mysterious face and pregnant with treasures. 
Map of an esoteric path that traces the way to a 
coveted destination that is never just a 
geographical place, it is something more: it is an 
aspiration, a dream, an ideal. In the foreground 
we glimpse the unmistakable dawn of Porta 
Felice from which the endless line of the Càssaro 
stretches out.  We recognize the alchemical 
symbols of the four elements: Earth, Water, Air 
and Fire, from the union of which springs a �fth, 
namely Spirit or Quintessence. On either side 
are the mythological �gures of the Peacock and 
the Leopard, surrounded by peculiar �oral 
�gures, harking back to the mosaic decorations 
of King Roger's royal hall in the Palazzo dei 
Normanni. Finer observers will spot the "dot" 
within the sun, a symbol of gold, divine light, 
intellectual illumination and body heat. 
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1° LONDON DRY GIN OF PALERMO

BOTANICALS

water

EARTH

The botanical elements of Rebis Gin are eight, a 
sacred number that recalls the idea of eternity.
Juniper is the predominant element: assertive 
and �rm on the palate; orange blossom and 
prickly pear blossom combine in a �oral 
engagement; lemon and orange peel provide 
the citrusy fragrance with a Sicilian identity; 
capers give a briny note; �nally, wild fennel and 
olive leaves for a spicy, velvety combination.
Botanicals are selected with extreme care and 
hand-picked throughout Sicily. The study, 
research and attention to the quality of these 
elements give the recipe a harmonious and 
balanced �avor.
A Gin that satis�es different palates, to be drunk 
on its own but suitable for any pairing.



Rebis Gin relies on Master Distiller Alex of 
DIstilleria Mezzanotte who uses a 230-liter 
handmade copper Müller Brennereianlagen 
discontinuous still. An external botanical basket 
gently steams botanicals with the most delicate 
�avors. Three grinding plates to create a superior 
distillate.

Power supply allowing the most precise control of 
temperatures and less environmental impact.

ECOLOGICAL THEME

“Best distillery
emerging in the world 2023” 
(GIN GUIDE)

Environmental responsibility and ecological 
commitment are issues close to Rebis Gin's 
heart. The distillery uses renewable electricity. 
The production cycle, including the still, is 100 
percent electric in every part of production. The 
glass is 100 percent recycled and recyclable; in 
fact, it shows imperfections and ever-changing 
shades of color.

HAND-NUMBERED BOTTLES



REBIS – AN IN-PROGRESS PROJECT

rebisgin.com      rebisgin@gmail.com      091496553      @rebisgin

Every journey has a starting point, and the 
destination is not always a geographical place.
Certainly the journey has a path, inner and 
outer, that inevitably transforms and enriches the 
one who undertakes it.
Rebis Gin is a project, a journey for initiates that 
has its beginning in Porta Felice and its  
destination in an ideal place.
It is a path that enriches and reinvents itself in 
order to be able in the future to lead its users 
inside a garden in which it will be possible to 
awaken all �ve senses. A "place" yet to be 
discovered and experienced where one can 
meet each other and themselves.

«Travel is a continuous reinventing of our 
senses in front of new landscapes and faces».

Unveil the new label... a wait for 
passionate travelers and connoisseurs.


